
4th package
Problems seen from the NSA 

perspective



Tasks definition
The revolution done by the 4° package (put on the market instead of 

put in services, and single safety certificate) may need a 
reconsideration for the tasks needed in the authorization process

How to define Agreements and fee apportioning without clearness 
on tasks and timing to be done?

IOD Art.22(14) & SRD Article 11 (1): …., the Agency shall conclude 
cooperation agreements with nsa…. They shall contain a detailed 
description of tasks and conditions for deliverables, the time-limits 
applying to their delivery, and an apportionment of the fees payable 
by the applicant. 

ERA Reg Article 76(1): The Agency and the national safety authorities 
shall conclude cooperation agreements in relation to the 
implementation of Articles 14 (Single safety certificates), 20 (A.p.m. of 
vehicles) and 21(A.p.m. of vehicle types), taking into account point (t) 
of Article 51 (1) (guidelines by Ex.board).



Authorization vs. Supervision
N.S.A.
• Directive on Safety: Article 17 

(Supervision)
…NSA check that in particular 
checking ….
– (a) the safety 

management system to monitor its 
effectiveness;

– (b) the individual or partial 
elements of the safety 
management system, including 
operational activities, the supply of 
maintenance and material and the 
use of contractors to monitor their 
effectiveness; and

– (c) the relevant CSMs 
referred to in Article 6. The 
supervision activities relating to this 
point shall also apply to entities in 
charge of maintenance, where 
appropriate.

Agency 
(plus NSA for the relevant national 

rules)
• Directive on Safety: Article 10 

(Single safety certificate) Agency 
assess
– the SMS and that it meets the 

requirements laid down in TSIs, 
CSMs and CSTs and in other 
relevant legislation…

– Agree/disagrees with the 
requirements laid down in the 
relevant national rules carried out 
by NSA.

What to check? Will be applied the 
same evaluation criteria for

Authorization and Supervision?
Risk of NSA’s that have to check 

back again RU’s ?



Authorization vs. Supervision
Problems may be related in having 2 separate authority carrying out 
authorization and supervision. Mainly with RU’s that operate for 
international activities, but also for national services some problems may 
arise. Some examples (not exhaustive):

• the ECM may be located in a MS different where the NSA is doing 
the supervision

(risk medium, required coordination by ERA )

• SMS related to specific company organization choices. How and 
what have to be checked for the “effectiveness” of the procedures 
put in force by the RU?

(risk severe, not clear how to solve this point)

• new subjects to be checked. Missing clear indication on what and 
how to check them. Trough the RU/IM SMS? Or specific related 
supervision activities?

(risk medium, required new tools and indications)



Staff
Language, complexity of the tasks, reduction of the costs 

may require an extra staffing by the Agency

• Legal base. Are ERA REG Article 69 (Seconded national 
experts and other staff) and Article 76  (agreements) 
enough?

•For which tasks will be necessary the extra staff?

• Staffing from NSA’s, how to manage responsibility, 
expertise and costs?

• Staff contracts, will air sector experts contracts  cover all 
railway sector expectations?

• Will it be enough applications with NoBo for vehicle 
authorization or some kind of external experts/staff from 
NSA will it be necessary?



OSS
The OSS is the new tool to present applications and to 

share the info between  Agency, NSA’s and applicants

But:
• How big what? Still not clear what the OSS will cover (missing of the 

necessary specifications to be fulfilled)
• The NSA already usually have an internal IT system to manage 

documentation and applications. 
– The new OSS tool will get connected with the existent IT systems?
– What costs to update internal IT systems?
– The decision to implement the OSS into the 4° package has been taken 

without cost/benefit analysis
• Virtual OSS or real fully omni-comprensive IT system?
• Will the OSS solve all interactions problems between Agency and NSA’s 

without still a definition of the necessary tasks?



Last but not list
• Human factors and a safety culture of mutual trust:

– No clear indications what to check into the SMS
– Risk of jeopardization of the approach

• Authorization of vehicles, risk to  forward extra burden of costs for checks 
and tests on RU’s (route compatibility) and NSA during supervision

• Missing legal base for the pre-engagement / pre-authorization (authorization 
at level of planning/projecting a new vehicle or subsystem) 

• Criticalities in the board of appeal

• Different visions on vehicle of type



The end?
Thanks for the attention


